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2. REPORT ON RESEARCH PROJECTS

a. HCP Isomerization

This is one of three most important results from this grant.

HCP is the first example in which a bond-breaking isomerization process is sampled by an eigenstate-resolved spectrum. The spectroscopic signature of isomerization, a change in the $\omega_1 : \omega_2 : \ldots : \omega_{3N-6}$ vibrational resonance structure as manifest in sudden modifications of spectroscopic patterns, is observed in the Stimulated Emission Pumping (SEP) spectrum of the HCP $\tilde{X} ^1 \Sigma^+$ electronic state (recorded via the $\tilde{A} ^1 \Delta^-$ and $\tilde{C} ^1 \Delta^-$ intermediate states). The SEP spectra of the HCP $\leftrightarrow$ HPC isomerization process provide examples of several general methods for recognition, analysis, and interpretation of unimolecular isomerization. These include: (i) a sudden onset of (a new class of) spectroscopic perturbations; (ii) a sudden change (departure from normal v,J-scaling) of vibration-rotation fine structure constants; and (iii) the appearance of new classes of vibrational states with anomalously large or small rotational constants. It is essential to be able to follow a long vibrational progression (not necessarily in the normal mode that couples most strongly to the minimum energy isomerization path) continuously up to vibrational energies above the ab initio predicted isomerization barrier (or saddle point). It is also essential to have a larger scale spectroscopic pattern, such as the cluster of mutually interacting states that belong to the same value of polyad quantum number(s). In HCP, the 2:1 resonance between the CP stretch (mode 3) and the bend (mode 2), $\omega_3 = 2\omega_2$, provided the polyad (polyad quantum number $P = v_2 + 2v_3$) pattern that enabled us to make definitive vibrational assignments of the complicated appearing spectrum at $E_{\text{ vib}} \leq 25,000$ cm$^{-1}$.

In a continuing collaboration with Dr. Reinhard Schinke’s group at the Max Planck Institut für Stromungsforschung in Gottingen, we first were able to show that all of the dramatic changes observed in the SEP spectrum of HCP were due to the decrease in the H–X (X is the center of mass of CP) stretch from $-50\omega_{\text{bend}}$ to slightly less than $30\omega_{\text{bend}}$ and then back to slightly more than $30\omega_{\text{bend}}$ at linear HPC. This change in resonance structure accounts for the sudden turning on near $v_{\text{bend}} = 32$ of anharmonic (4$\omega_{\text{bend}} = \omega_{\text{HX}}$) and Coriolis (3$\omega_{\text{bend}} = \omega_{\text{HX}}$) perturbations, the rapid change of all fine structure parameters (defined by second order perturbation theory), and the appearance of an anomalously large-B polyad of $\ell = 0$ substates. Schinke also predicted a class of delocalized states (the “saddle node” SN states), which were subsequently observed by Ishikawa et al in his SEP experiments at Tohoku University. These SN states are the first experimentally observed example of over-the-barrier delocalized states.

The experimental study of HCP at MIT is terminated, but is continuing in Professor Ishikawa’s group at Tohoku University. Our collaboration with Ishikawa (experiment) and Schinke (Theory) is continuing. We expect to summarize the new experimental measurements (on the SN states and on the postulated small-B $\ell = 1$ states that are responsible, via Coriolis perturbations, for the large-B $\ell = 0$ states) in several publications, culminating in a review article in Ann. Revs. Phys. Chem.
b. Triplet States of Acetylene

This is one of the three most important results from this grant and is the central focus of the continuing grant (F49620-97-1-0040).

We have observed intersystem crossing (ISC) in acetylene by qualitatively new types of experimental schemes: IR detected (T_{2,3} \to T_1)-UV excited (S_1 \leftrightarrow S_0) fluorescence excitation and Auger-detected (T_3), UV-excited "Laser Excited Metastable" (LEM) spectroscopy. A report of the former experiment will appear as a Communication in JCP and a report of the latter experiment has recently been submitted as a Communication to JCP. The unifying theme of both experiments is that it is now possible to characterize the ISC mechanism more completely. Instead of a simple model of one "bright state" coupling to a dense manifold of "dark states," we have proposed a "gateway mediated" ISC mechanism whereby one bright state couples to a single gateway state which in turn couples to a dense manifold of dark states. In the case of S_1 acetylene, the gateway is a single low vibrational level of the T_3 triplet surface (the upper sheet of the Renner-Teller split electronic state that correlates with \pi^3\pi^*_g 3\Delta_u in linear geometry).

The LEM experiments were carried out in Alec Wodtke's laboratory at UCSB. A supersonic beam of C_2H_2 in H_2, He, or Ne was excited via various \tilde{A} - \tilde{X} bands, including the \tilde{V}_0 \tilde{K}_1 band which terminates in an upper state 200 cm^{-1} above the C_2H_2 \to H + CCH(\tilde{X}) dissociation limit. Metastable species are detected by ejection of an Auger electron from a Au electrode (work function 5.1eV). The high work function of the Au electrode requires T_3 or S_1 character for Auger detection, and the ~200\mu s flight time from excitation to detection restricts the fractional S_1 character to <1%. Therefore LIF and LEM schemes are complementary; one is blind to triplets and the other is blind to singlets. The LEM scheme is able to distinguish intact C_2H_2 metastables from metastable photofragments (C_2H, C_2, and CH). The observation of intact metastable 200 cm^{-1} above the dissociation limit has startling photochemical consequences. The LEM spectrum exhibits two interference features, which are the universal signature of the gateway mediated mechanism, and in the present case serve to locate the J-value of the level crossing between the bright (S_1 3\nu_3) and gateway (T_3) states.

We expect to record a series of higher resolution (~0.01 cm^{-1}) LEM spectra at UCSB in order to better characterize the gateway state. We have nearly completed construction of a complementary electron bombardment supersonic jet source of C_2H_2 metastables at MIT.

c. Pattern Recognition

Modern spectroscopic techniques are capable of generating enormous quantities of high quality (spectral and temporal resolution, quantitative intensities over large dynamic range) spectra. We have developed a special kind of pattern recognition scheme which is capable of picking out patterns that appear in multiple spectra without making any assumptions about the form of the pattern. This scheme, which we call Extended Cross Correlation (XCC) and Extended Auto-Correlation (XAC), has been applied to several classes of spectra: (i) dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectra of C_2H_2 \tilde{A} \to \tilde{X}; (ii) IR spectra of CO pulse-excited by a kV electron beam; and (iii) FTIR absorption spectra of NH_3/ND_2H/ND_3 (recorded at Kitt Peak Solar Observatory) at a series of H : D isotope ratios.
The DF spectra of C₂H₂ are the primary subject of a DOE grant. The SCC method (developed jointly by Steve Coy and Matt Jacobson, supported respectively by AFOSR and a DOD fellowship) has enabled us to “unzip” the spectrum into overlapping polyads, from which we have been able to deduce the nature and rates of the dominant energy flow pathways, which are collectively known as Intramolecular Vibrational Redistribution (IVR). Guided by our AFOSR supported study of the signature of isomerization in HCP, we are about to attempt to unzip the DF spectra of HCCH in the energy region of the acetylene→vinylidene isomerization barrier. We expect to detect the onset of isomerization via the change in $\omega_1 : \omega_2 : \cdots : \omega_{3N-6}$ resonance structure, as revealed by a departure of the polyad structure from vibrational scaling predictions.

A collaboration between Matt Jacobson and Dr. Stephen Lipson at the Air Force Phillips Laboratory is the most important “transition” of this AFOSR project. The following abstract has been submitted for clearance at Phillips Laboratory, and will be the basis for talks by Dr. Lipson (at the Spring meeting of the American Geophysical Union) and Mr. Jacobson (at the 52nd International Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, Ohio State University):


In remote sensing of atmospheric spectra, the complexity of analyzing data may be compounded by extreme departures from thermodynamic equilibrium, and by spectral overlaps, temporal variation, and lack of knowledge of line-of-sight effects. We have developed algorithms for the analysis of infrared spectral data taken under these conditions, and applied them to the study of highly vibrationally and rotationally excited carbon monoxide observed in atmospheric simulation experiments. The data were taken using the cryogenic-background LABCEDE facility at the Phillips Laboratory. Mixtures of CO, Ar, and N₂ at pressures of 2-40 millitorr were irradiated with a pulsed 4-5 keV electron beam, and the resulting time-resolved infrared CO spectra were obtained with a Michelson interferometer capable of 2 cm⁻¹ resolution. The spectra were highly self-absorbed in the ν=1-0 band, but not in the highly vibrationally and rotationally excited bands. The complex, overlapped, and partially self-absorbed spectra were analyzed using pattern recognition algorithms, and excellent agreement between data and fit was obtained. Vibrational basis sets (patterns) were obtained both from synthetic spectral models and from the XCC (Extended Cross-Correlation) method. A global fit using this combined model was performed, in which the time dependence of the known basis sets and the XCC patterns was determined. Applications of this method include remote sensing of environments in which the optical properties of the line of sight are poorly known, where spectroscopic basis sets are unavailable, or where spectra change with time or viewing angle, such as in the aurora or other highly structured atmospheric scenes.

The IR spectrum of ammonia is very complex, especially for the nonsymmetric ND₂H and NDH₂ isotopomers. Analysis of such a spectrum is enormously simplified when the raw mixed-isotopomer spectrum is separated by a model- and assignment-free method into spectra of separate isotopomers! By recording spectra
of equilibrated sample at several H/D ratios, the XCC scheme unzips the raw spectra into single isotopomer spectra. This work was done by Steve Coy and Jason Clevenger in collaboration with Dr. Linda Brown and Dr. Jack Margolis (Jet Propulsion Laboratory), and Dr. Michael Dulick (Kitt Peak National Observatory). Similar unzipping schemes are under discussion with Professor David Nesbitt (JILA) for H$_2$O and H$_3$O$^+$, but are better suited for FTIR than cw tunable laser spectroscopy.

d. **Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI) Apparatus.**

A pulsed jet molecular beam apparatus with REMPI-TOF capabilities has been constructed by Chris Gittins (Ph.D. 2/95). Although so far this apparatus has been used primarily in NSF supported studies of Rydberg states of CaF, CaCl, and BaF, it was constructed and will be available for time-shared use in REMPI-TOF studies of triplet acetylene.

e. **Ionization Energies of CaF and BaF.**

Mass spectrometric data, recorded by Edmund Murad and James Gardner at the Air Force Phillips, and low principal quantum number Rydberg state data obtained by Jakubek, Harris, and Gittins at MIT, were combined to yield accurate ionization energies. This represents another transition between a university laboratory and an Air Force laboratory.
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